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}  Lasp research is part of the SyncFree European 
7FP project, started Oct. 2013 (syncfree.lip6.fr) 
◦  INRIA, Basho, Trifork, Rovio, Universidade Nova de 

Lisboa, UCL, Koç Üniversitesi, TU Kaiserslautern 
}  Current approaches to large-scale distribution 

use too much synchronization 
◦  Tremendous improvements are possible by an approach 

that starts with zero synchronization as a default and 
adds it only when really necessary 

}  Explore the limits of zero synchronization 
◦  Make it easy to write efficient applications that were 

inefficient and difficult to write before 
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}  We propose Lasp (“Lattice Processing”), a language 
for programming with synchronization-free 
distributed data structures 
◦  We provide primitive operations inspired from functional 

programming to deterministically compose these data 
structures into larger computations 

}  We have implemented a prototype of Lasp on top 
of Riak Core 
◦  We show how to program several nontrivial large-scale 

distributed applications using Lasp, including the ad 
counter scenario from SyncFree 
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}  A distributed system is a collection of networked 
computing nodes that behaves like a single system 
◦  Compared to concurrent programming, the two principal  

new issues are partial failure and consistency 

}  To enforce the single system illusion, the nodes must 
follow well-defined rules called the consistency model 
◦  A consistency model is analogous to a programming paradigm 

}  The rules’ implementation is called synchronization 
◦  Can we make systems that are both easy to program and use 

as little synchronization as possible? 
◦  Let’s first explain why synchronization is undesirable… 
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}  Handling physical time in programs is difficult 

}  Time has three major avatars in computing systems 
◦  Mutable state – in sequential systems 
◦  Nondeterminism – in concurrent systems 
◦  Synchronization – in distributed systems 

}  All three should be avoided whenever possible 
◦  But they cannot be eliminated completely: time is part of 

the real world and programs interact with the real world 
◦  Let us examine why time is undesirable but also why it is 

essential 
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}  Synchronization can be 
reduced but it cannot be 
eliminated, even in a 
perfect world 

}  We give an analogy:  
a car on a highway 

}  The car needs friction:  
it advances because the 
tires grip the road 

}  But the car’s motor does not need friction: the motor should be 
as frictionless as possible, otherwise it will heat up and wear out 

Motor prefers zero friction 

Tires need friction 

Synchronization is like friction 
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}  Synchronization is only needed at the interface 
◦  Friction is only needed at the tires, to grip the road 
◦  The interface is a small part of the system 

}  Internally, the system avoids synchronization 
◦  Internally, the motor avoids friction 

Computing system 

Lasp execution (no time) Real world 
(physical time) 

Interface 
Interface 
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}  Can we achieve anything with zero synchronization? 

}  A sweet spot is Strong Eventual Consistency (SEC) 
◦  Replicas that deliver the same updates have equivalent state 
◦  This needs only eventual replica-to-replica communication 

}  We will see that this gives a surprisingly powerful paradigm 
◦  It keeps the good properties of functional programming 

(confluence, referential transparency) 
◦  It handles both nondeterminism and nonmonotonicity 
◦  It has an efficient distributed and fault-tolerant implementation 
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}  A CRDT instance is a replicated object that satisfies strong eventual consistency 
◦  Correct replicas that deliver the same operations have equivalent state 

}  For the OR-set illustrated here: if (v,a,r) with a-r≠{} then v is in the set 
◦  All operations cause monotonic increases in a and r; when all updates are delivered 

then a and r are the same at all replicas, so all agree on membership of v 

ra 
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}  Many CRDTs have been designed with various properties: 
registers, sets, maps, and graphs 
◦  Any state-based replicated object with monotonic state updates on a  

join semilattice is a CRDT 
◦  CRDTs can represent nonmonotonic objects if we distinguish the  

internal lattice representation (metadata) from the external value 
}  In Lasp we initially target sets and counters 
◦  Grow-only counters and PN-counters (up-down) 
◦  Grow-only sets, remove-once sets, and observed-remove sets (OR-sets) 
◦  Set elements can reference CRDT instances (i.e., they can be maps) 
◦  Future work will target other CRDTs: Riak Map, ORSWOT, and graphs 

ra rb rc 
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}  Definition: A state-based CRDT is a distributed object that 
satisfies four conditions: 
◦  Replication: n replicas with query/update operations 
◦  Eventual delivery (ED): An update delivered at some correct replica 

is eventually delivered to all correct replicas 
◦  Termination: All operation executions terminate 
◦  Strong eventual consistency (SEC): All correct replicas that have 

delivered the same updates have equal state 

}  The original INRIA report on CRDTs adds a fifth condition:  
◦  Merge: Each replica always eventually sends its state to each other 

replica, where it is merged 
◦  We omit this condition since it hinders compositionality.  This is 

not an issue since there are other ways to achieve ED and SEC. 
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}  Data and operations 
◦  Data stored in CRDT instances: counters and sets 
◦  Functional composition of CRDTs with map, filter, fold, product 

�  These operations create replicated processes that work on replicated 
streams, which generalizes their sequential semantics 

}  Prototype implementation 
◦  Lasp is an Erlang library running on riak-core infrastructure 
◦  Current architecture stores all CRDT instances in a consistent-

hashed ring on one data center 

}  Use cases 
◦  We target the SyncFree use cases 
◦  We have implemented the ad counter 
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}  Consider a provider of mobile games that sells advertisement 
space within their games (like Rovio with Angry Birds) 
◦  Advertisements are paid according to a minimum number of 

impressions (client views) 
◦  Clients may go offline, and advertisements should still be displayable 

}  Architecture 
◦  Arbitrary number of clients (millions) 
◦  Set of ads and set of contracts as OR-set CRDTs 
◦  One counter CRDT instance per ad as G-counter CRDT (grow-only) 
◦  One server process waits to disable each tracked ad 

}  This long-lived application is completely monotonic 
◦  Ad disables, removals of ads and removals of contracts are all 

modeled as monotonic growth of state  
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}  Ads={ad(id:I counter:C), …}  
Contracts={contracts(id:I), …}  
 
product(Ads, Contracts, AdsContracts)  
 
F=fun (A C) A.id==C.id end  
filter(AdsContracts, F, AdsWithContracts) 

Ads 

Contracts 

Product Ads× 
Contracts Filter AdsWith 

Contracts 

All four CRDT  
instances are 
OR-sets 
 
Two processes 
Product and Filter 

Only ads with active counters are kept 
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}  Ads and contracts are OR-sets, counters are G-counters 
}  Ads and contracts can be added at any time, each ad has 

one counter, AwC keeps track of active ads 

Counters 

New ads 

New contracts 
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}  Definition: A Lasp program consists of a directed graph of CRDT 
instances connected by monotonic processes.  
 

}  Definition: A CRDT instance is defined by a stream, an infinite sequence 
s of its states of which a finite prefix is known at any given time:  
  s = [si | i∈N]  
Stream elements si satisfy CRDT properties:  
  ∀si∈s: si≤si+1  
  ∀si∈s: si-1⊔si=si  
Streams are extended when a CRDT instance’s state is updated.  
 

}  Definition: A monotonic process has one or more input streams and 
one output stream:  
  map(f,s,t): connects input stream s with output stream t 
Processes execute with interleaving semantics whose granularity is the 
creation of single stream elements. 
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}  Given streams s, t, u 
  s :: [se]   t :: [te]   u :: [ue] 

}  Lasp provides four primitive processes 
  Map :: [se] → (se → te) → [te]  
  Filter :: [se] → (se → bool) → [se]  
   Product :: [se] → [ue] → [se × ue]  

 Fold :: [se] → (te → te → te) → [te] 

}  Given a function f::se→te, map(s,f,t) creates a process 
that links input stream s to output stream t 
◦  A new element of s is mapped to a new element of t   
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}  We give the semantics of Lasp processes for OR-sets 
◦  The OR-set is the simplest CRDT that supports building arbitrary 

applications.  It is the basic building block of composition. 

}  At each instant, the OR-set’s state is a set of triples, where each 
triple has one value v with metadata consisting of add set a and 
remove set r 
◦  si = { (v,a,r), (v′,a′,r′), ...} 

}  Metadata (a,r) changes monotonically with add and remove: 
◦  First add operation of a new v adds one triple to s: {(v,{newid()},{})} 
◦  Subsequent add(v) operations update v’s triple:     a←a∪{newid()} 
◦  Remove(v) operations update v’s triple:      r←r∪a 
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}  We give the semantics of the filter process: 

◦  filter′(si, p) = 
 {(v,a,r) | (v,a,r) ∈ si ∧ p(v)}  
 ∪ {(v,a,a∪r) | (v,a,r) ∈ si ∧ ¬p(v)}  

 

◦  filter(s,p) = t = [filter′(si,p) | si∈s] 

}  This process never terminates; it reads elements of the 
input stream s and creates elements on the output stream t 

}  Values for which p(v)=false are removed from the output 
set by a metadata computation, to ensure that filter is 
monotonic 
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}  The Lasp statement map(f,s,t) defines a distributed execution 
between two state-based CRDT instances 
◦  Stream s has n instances, corresponding to replicas sa, sb, …, sn 
◦  There exists a mapping between the single stream and distributed executions 

sa 

sb 

sn 

ta 

tb 

tn 

mapa 

mapb 

mapn 

… s Map t 

Single stream execution Distributed execution 
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}  Definition: Basic fault model. CRDT instances 
execute under the following three conditions: 
◦  Crash-stop failures: Replicas fail by crashing and any 

replica may fail at any time 
◦  Anti-entropy: After every crash, a fresh replica is 

eventually created with state copied from any correct 
replica 
◦  Correctness: At least one replica is correct at any instant 

}  Definition: Weak synchronization.  For all CRDT 
instances, it is always true that eventually every 
replica will successfully send a message to every 
other replica. 
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}  Definition: A simple Lasp program consists of 
either a single CRDT instance or a Lasp process 
with inputs that are simple Lasp programs 

}  Theorem: A simple Lasp program can be 
reduced to a single stream execution 

}  Proof: using three Lemmas (see paper) 
◦  Lemma 1: Eventual delivery for faulty execution 
◦  Lemma 2: Reduction of CRDT execution to single stream 

execution 
◦  Lemma 3: Reduction of Lasp process to CRDT execution 
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}  Today’s distributed systems use too much synchronization 
◦  Enormous gains can be made by using synchronization only when needed; 

this is the goal of SyncFree (syncfree.lip6.fr) 
}  The Lasp programming model lets us write fault-tolerant distributed 

applications without synchronization in a functional style 
◦  Lasp programs compose CRDTs (conflict-free replicated data types), which 

provide strong eventual consistency using only eventual replica-to-replica 
communication 

}  Future work 
◦  Add synchronization where needed: causal consistency and transactions 
◦  Add higher-order operations and abstractions for long-lived applications 

(deployment, reconfiguration, and software rejuvenation) 
◦  Do realistic evaluations, generalize execution model (e.g., edge computing) 
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